HOOD RIVER LIBRARY DISTRICT KIDS READING LOG

Color in each book decal for every 30 minutes of reading and come to library to redeem for prize tickets at any point. The first 20 tickets earned in each quarter are prize tickets to be used in our prize store, and any tickets earned beyond that are raffle tickets! You can get tickets, prizes, and fresh logs at any of our locations.

Note: Tickets are awarded depending on when the reading was done, not when you come into the library. It is okay to redeem your log for tickets at any point in the summer!

Quarter 1: Jun. 22 - Jul. 6

Quarter 2: Jul. 7 - Jul. 20

Quarter 3: Jul. 21 - Aug. 3

Quarter 4: Aug. 4 - Aug. 17

Book decals are portioned into thirds to make it easier to color in 10 minute portions.
There are also extra prizes for milestones! If you have read in any of these quarters you will get:

- Quarter 1: Lake Taco Coupon
- Quarter 2: Pool Pass or Free Donut
- Quarter 3: Mike’s Ice Cream Coupon
- Quarter 4: Free Book and Blazers Ticket!
KIDS READING EXTRA LOG
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